Backyard science

Backyard science is a TV show about science and they use kids to do the experiment to show how easy it is.

It was interesting how they use kids and how they are doing science at home, it all flows with the title and the TV. The way they do the show makes it easy to understand. I think it’s a show for kids the music is loud but its affective on my ears maybe other ears who knows? I love the close, far and long shots in the TV show they do it at the right times.

It’s amazing because the materials are in some people’s homes. So the kids can do it like they invented it the experiments its highly recommended form me and some other people ten out of ten five stars master piece.

It’s wonderful how they use close far and long shots these experiments are super easy for kids to do I think this is a show for people under ten or eleven this is the show my kids I even watch my cousins do make right choice.

Choice to watch back yard science